An impeding transparency
The 1920 actual museum building takes place in the south of the Kristinakaupunki town
center. The new contemporary entension of the museum integrates the history of the
village and still maintain respect for the original construction by keeping the house
shape present everywhere in this heritage city.The new extension occupies the southeast corner of the plot and faces on an west-east axis with a children playground and
the sea. The exension and the existing building recive sunlight throughout the day and
is overlooked only by the surrounding trees and low buildings/warehouses.
The aim is to keep the original spirit of the city with the shape of the sloping roof
houses and also to creat a sort of barrier without obstructing the view behind. Guiding
the look by opening the walls with large windows to provide natural light and to open on
the fantastic view on the sea behing become the main attraction of the project, by give
a total transparency to that opstacle and placing in that free space, the ALMA model
which become the central element of the project design.
The new main entrance will bring the visitor direclty into the new surroundings, showing
new views direclty framed on the sea.

The new 300 square meters museum extension keeps the same shape (width, height,
lengh) than the old building and a new shape is added connected to the new museum
with a perpendicular direction. Keeping a distance between the old and the new building
is used to appreciate the beautiful existing facade and having a direct look on it with a
large glass wall.
The cafeteria and the meeting room take place in the south corner of the new design
building, between the lobby and the museum, to give as much light as possible. The
north part of the enxtension, on the oposite side of the museum contents the navy
facilities like a workshop the repair the boats, a sauna and a small kitchen, with a direct
connection to the sea.
Vertical timber cladding is used to provide a contemporary similarities between the old
and the new extension.
The new extension is offering to everyone who is passing by (simple pedestrian or
visitors) an uncommon frame on what this city can offer.
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